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*1

53cm dark wood effect tray station

38

*2

53cm dark wood effect tray station

*39

10 deep stainless steel mixing bowls

*3

120cm dark wood effect cutlery and condiment
station with 2 door cupboard under

*40

10 shallow stainless steel mixing bowls

*41

*4

120cm dark wood effect cutlery and condiment
station with 2 door cupboard under

4 boxes containing 10 packs of 3 long white chefs
aprons (120 in total)

*42

*5

100cm dark wood effect litter station with bin
under

4 boxes containing 10 packs of 3 long white chefs
aprons (120 in total)

43

*6

World Dryer Corporation wall mount hand dryer

*7

Small shelf of used assorted sized frying pans

110cm Leisure Range master 110 domestic
cooker with 4 burner top, griddle top, ceramic top
and various ovens under

*8

13 qt rice colander

*44

*9

13 qt rice colander

(18) Crypo Peerless commercial mixer on stand
with 4 various attachments and bowl

*45

Set of 3 colour coded chef's knives

*46

Set of 3 colour coded chef's knives

*47

Set of 3 colour coded chef's knives

*10

(75) Dulit 4 slice commercial toaster

*11

5 boxes of 12 teaspoons

*12

5 boxes of 12 teaspoons

*13

5 boxes of 12 teaspoons

14

(79) Electric hot water boiler (boxed)

15

(80) Electric hot water boiler (boxed)

*16

10 Bonzer drinks measures

*17

Pre-dishwasher rinse tap attachment

*18

3 assorted sized serving tongs

*19

3 assorted sized serving tongs

*20

3 assorted sized serving tongs

*21

3 assorted sized serving tongs

*22

3 assorted sized serving tongs

23

90cm BKI 10 shelf combination oven with 2 sided
door and digital readout

*24

90cm stainless steel 4 tier pot rack

*25

5 pairs of chefs trousers

*26

4 boxes containing 10 packs of 3 long white chefs
aprons (120 in total)

*27

4 boxes containing 10 packs of 3 long white chefs
aprons (120 in total)

*28

90cm stainless steel 4 tier pot rack

29

90cm gas Falcon convection oven with 2 glass
doors
Stack of 6 Sunnex colour coded food safety
cutting boards

*31

Food cutting board rack

*32

Set of 4 aluminium cooking pots with handles and
lids comprising 14", 12", 11" and 9"

*33

Set of 4 aluminium cooking pots with handles and
lids comprising 14", 12", and 11"

*34

(99) 267cm double bowl sink with draining boards

*35

4 heavy duty secondhand saucepans

36
*37

(581) Large Brita water softener
(17) Burco 6 slice toaster
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48

spare

49

spare

50

spare

*51

Stainless steel chaffing dish with lid and burners

*52

Stainless steel chaffing dish with lid and burners

*53

(16) 90cm Graupel under counter 2 door display
fridge

54

(15) 165cm Trimco refrigerated Deli serve over
style counter with a marble effect work surface
and clad in a wooden finish

55

Italian jacketed boiler

56

(14) 160cm Polar refrigeration chest freezer with
stainless steel lid

*57

(68) Samsung commercial microwave oven in box
Model CM1029

*58

(67) Samsung commercial microwave oven in box
Model CM1029

59

(13) Hyppo Campus Model GE95 1750 watt
heated polisher

60

100cm Rancilo Classe 8 3 station automatic
coffee machine with 4 group heads

*61

*30

1

(560) (150) Casio electronic cash register (boxed)

4 hot drinks flasks

62

(74) Euro cave bottled wine keeper

63

(12) 32cm Franke bean to cup automatic coffee
machine with a matching milk fridge

*64

(11) 46cm Samsung 1000 watt Model CM1029
commercial microwave oven

*65

(10) 46cm Samsung 1000 watt Model CM1029
commercial microwave oven

*66

Stack of 17cm stainless steel trays

*67

2 24" Check Grabber wall mounted check
grabbers

*68

2 24" Check Grabber wall mounted check
grabbers

*69
70
*71
72
*73
*74
75

2 24" Check Grabber wall mounted check
grabbers

99

(8) 66cm Polar single door fridge

100

(83) 70cm Foster single door fridge Model
PROG600H-4

4 boxes containing 10 packs of 3 long white chefs
aprons (120 in total)

101

(7) 70cm Foster single door fridge Model
PROG600H-4

Spare lot

102

Rioba professional coffee grinder Model RCG1010
unopened in box

(6) 70cm Foster gastronorm Supra single door
fridge

103

Rioba professional coffee grinder Model RCG1010
unopened in box

90cm BKI 10 shelf combination oven with 2 sided
door and digital readout

104

Moorwood Vulcan classic solid top cooker with
oven under

(4269) 140cm electric heated food display on
stainless steel stand

105

(4302) 200cm JBG refrigerated serve over counter

Spare lot

76

spare

77

spare

78

spare

79

spare

80

spare

*106

(4) 46cm Samsung 1000 watt commercial
microwave oven

*107

Bundle of 4 assorted stainless steel cooking
utensils

*108

Bundle of 4 assorted stainless steel cooking
utensils

*81

10 boxes of 10 H-Line black cotton bar type
aprons

*109

Bundle of 4 assorted stainless steel cooking
utensils

*82

10 boxes of 10 H-Line black cotton bar type
aprons

*110

Stack of approx. 20 Dudson 9" plates

*83

10 boxes of 10 H-Line black cotton bar type
aprons

*111

(5) 28cm Buffalo meat slicer

112

*84

10 boxes of 10 H-Line black cotton bar type
aprons

*113

*85

10 boxes of 10 H-Line black cotton bar type
aprons

10 boxes of 10 H-Line black cotton bar type
aprons

*114

8 packs of 20 white cotton dish/ glass cloths

*86

10 boxes of 10 H-Line black cotton bar type
aprons

*115

60cm Winterhalter GS215 under counter drop front
dish washer

*87

10 boxes of 10 H-Line black cotton bar type
aprons

116

(50) 57cm electric Euro-Grill TG50 single phase
chicken rotisserie

*88

5 boxes of 10 Rioba black cotton bistro style
aprons

117

2 Technotherm electric wall mounted hand dryers

118

2 Technotherm electric wall mounted hand dryers

5 boxes of 10 Rioba black cotton bistro style
aprons

119

2 Technotherm electric wall mounted hand dryers

120

spare

*90

5 boxes of 10 Rioba black cotton bistro style
aprons

121

(17) 45cm Alfa Euroline 40 under counter drop
glass washer with tray

*91

5 boxes of 10 Rioba black cotton bistro style
aprons

122

(88) Amika 3X bench top glass washer with tray

*92

5 boxes of 10 Rioba black cotton bistro style
aprons

123

(47) Nice Ice bench top ice machine

124

(46) 50cm Hoshizaki IM-45LE-25 ice machine

*93

5 boxes of 10 Rioba black cotton bistro style
aprons

125

(4286) (141) 42cm Maid Aid bench top glass
washer

*94

5 boxes of 10 Rioba black cotton bistro style
aprons

126

(1) 47cm Classic Eco 2 under counter drop front
dishwasher with tray

*95

5 boxes of 10 Rioba black cotton bistro style
aprons

127

(4287) (142) 48cm Hobart bench top ice machine

*89

96

Cuisine De France 100cm 10 shelf back off oven
on stand

97

87cm gas Garland 6 burner cooker with single
door oven under and Salamander type grill over

98

(57) 60cm LEC single door freezer
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*128

2

135cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under

(3) 45cm towel warmer

129

60cm gas Falcon bratt pan

130

60cm gas arch way char grill on stand with 2
burners

131

225cm stainless steel double bowl sink with tap
set, draining board and shelf under

*132

2 stainless steel coffee pots in boxes

*169

Box of 8 oz clear dessert pots

*133

Box of half pint and pint beer glasses

*170

Large box of Bolsius citronela candles

*134

Stainless steel tea pot

*171

6 stainless steel large divided dishes with lids

*135

2 boxes of wine glasses and goblets

*172

136

spare

Box of small sherry glasses and box of
champagne flutes

*137

90cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under

*173

2 bamboo type salad bowls

*174

Large ceramic serving platter

*138

Carlisle Thermos type drinks dispenser

*175

7 piece white stoneware serving set with rack

*139

5 plastic and cardboard boxes containing large
quantity of Vitrex Wood & Sons banded crockery
including 10" and 6" plates, side plates, soup
bowls, onion bowls, cups, saucers and jugs

*176

Box of aluminium sauce pans

177

spare

178

spare

*140

2 large rice colanders

179

spare

*141

(49) 142cm LPG Caterlux electric mobile hot
cabinet

180

spare

181

120cm Hupfer adjustable cold room rack/ pot rack

*142

(60) Black desk fan

182

120cm Hupfer adjustable cold room rack/ pot rack

*143

(69) 46cm Samsung 1000 watt CM1029
commercial microwave oven

183

120cm Hupfer adjustable cold room rack/ pot rack

184

120cm Hupfer adjustable cold room rack/ pot rack

*144

(59) 46cm Samsung 1000 watt CM1029
commercial microwave oven

185

Rustic style wooden shelf system

145

170cm gas double garland cooker with 6 burner
top and solid top with 2 large single door ovens
under on castors

186

Rustic style wooden shelf system

187

Rustic style wooden shelf system

146

80cm gas Pitco Frialator 2 tank fryer with filtration

188
189

Rustic style wooden central shop display
Rustic pine table with 4 various chairs

*147

(268) (29) 140cm electric Moffat burger slide

190

4 various sized wine signs

148

2 boxes of crockery

191

(61) 110cm Polar DN495 glaze top dump freezer

149

Domestic boiler system for parts or spares only

192

150

(62) 62cm Cater-cool single door display fridge

Tray of green cuisine herbs and decaffeinated
coffee sachets

*151

(45) 85cm Whirlpool K80 floor standing ice
machine

193

2 table tops of disposable take away containers

*194

(13) 75cm Williams 2 sided glazed front hot
cupboard on castors

*152

(44) Filter coffee machine with 2 jugs

*153

(43) Filter coffee machine with 2 jugs

154

(42) 95cm electronic retailer coin operated vending 196
machine
197
(58) Coffee percolator machine
198
(41) 56cm electric Lincat 2 pot bench top stove
Twelve 90" round table cloths and 12 further table 199
cloths
200

60cm electric mobile 2 door hot cupboard

*158

Box of approx. 18 stainless steel gravy boats

Large fan motor

*159

(4297) (10) Kenwood chef mixing machine

*160

6 large stainless steel jugs

*161

(74) 1 large and 1 small Tower family slow cooker

*162

Large stainless steel punch bowl

*163

4 boxes of Bolsius candles

*164

Shelf of assorted trousers and chef's aprons

*165

2 cardboard trays of large quantity of glass
moulded Sunday dishes

*166

Professional stainless steel chafing dish in box

*167

Professional stainless steel chafing dish in box

*168

Professional stainless steel chafing dish in box

*155
156
*157

BidMaster Office

195

201
*202

(84) 85cm electric Lincat mobile hot cupboard with
2 sliding doors and bain marie top
(56) 45cm electric Lincat 4 pot bain marie
(55) 50cm King Edward classic electric potato oven
60cm electric bench top chip scuttle
Box of bread baskets

203

100cm open front multi deck display fridge with
night curtain

204

Shelf of various items including 2 sticker guns,
wine box and basket

205

(70) Casio electronic cash register with keys,
instructions and till roll

206

(71) Steinberg electronic scale set

*207

3

75cm electric Lincat bench top oven

Rioba professional coffee grinder RCG1010

208

55cm electric Buffalo bench top twin well fryer

209

30cm electric bench top Lincat single basket fryer

210

4 fire baskets

260

Small heatrae boiler

261

68cm Polar refrigeration bench top display fridge

262

commercial microwave oven
297

(64) 46cm Samsung 1850 watt CM1929
commercial microwave oven

(54) 40cm electric Sirman double contact grill

298

(91) Hobart potato rumbler on stand

263

75cm Ticket order grab

299

spare

264

75cm Ticket order grab

300

265

150cm Stainless steel double bowl sink with tap
set, draining board and shelf under

90cm natural gas or LPG 6 burner American range
type stove

301

(85) 30cm electric bench to single basket fryer

*266

2 hot drinks dispensers

302

90cm Lincat gas bench top griddle

267

60cm gas Falcon Dominator fryer

303

268

90cm gas Lincat 6 burner cooker with 2 door oven
under

175cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under on castors

304

269

(302) (20) Cafe Swiss CS100 bean to cup coffee
machine with digital read out

E, L, F, J : Black box containing wire baskets,
stack of serving trays and plastic jugs

305

(40) 60cm Foster under counter single door fridge

270

140cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under and draining board

*306

4 white casserole dishes with lids

307

H : 60cm wire wall mount rack

308

60cm DC Series under counter drop front dish
washer with 2 baskets

271

4 pizza rapid pizza cookers

272

Ice crusher

273

Juicer

309

I : Box of glass ramekins

274

Large custom built stainless steel spit roast
machine with single phase motor, LPG gas
supply, body of the machine measuring 170cm
long and 70cm deep

310

D : Box containing plastic storage containers

311

(38) 60cm Gram single door under counter fridge

312

(39) 60cm Gram single door under counter fridge

*313

(36) 45cm Victorian bake potato oven with holding
cabinet

*314

2, 4 section plastic cutlery trays with large
quantity of cutlery

*275

3 aluminium baking trays

*276

Approx. 12 various sized stainless steel serving
platters

*277

Large aluminium sauce pan with 2 handles and lid

*278

Large aluminium sauce pan with 2 handles and lid

*279

Bundle of 6 wooden handled basting brushes

*280

Hand operated mandolin

*281

2 packs of candle holders

*282

Approx. 20 red serving trays

*283

Round stainless steel chafing dish in box

*284

Round stainless steel chafing dish in box

*285

3 boxes of stainless steel Sunday dishes

*286

2 boxes of candles

287

60cm electric ceramic top warmer

*288

Box of various glass fruit bowls and punch bowls

289

150cm stainless steel preparation table with 4
drawers and shelf under

*324

(26) 56cm Menu Master commercial microwave
oven

290

150cm stainless steel preparation table

*325

291

90cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under

(27) 56cm Menu Master commercial microwave
oven

*326

2 boxes of work trousers

*327

2 boxes of work trousers

*328

2 boxes containing steak knives

*329

(28) Kenwood Multi Pro blender with various
attachments and instructions

315

(37) 180cm Polar refrigerated pizza preparation
counter with cold well top and 3 cupboards under

*316

(34) 60cm Hobart Model FXD2000 under counter
drop front dish washer

*317

90cm bench top refrigerated display counter
(FAILURE)

*321

(32) 55cm DC Series under counter drop front
dishwasher

322

180cm stainless steel preparation counter with
work surface, 2 tier gantry over and shelving under
on castors

323

180cm stainless steel preparation counter with
work surface, 2 tier gantry over and shelving under
on castors

292

180cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under

293

(65) Plus Zap insect killer

294

2 choping board racks

295

(66) 37cm electric Dulit conveyor toaster

*330

(29) Electric Buffalo bench top fryer

296

(63) 46cm Samsung 1850 watt CM1929

*331

(30) Buffalo electric bench top grill
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332

M : Five 2 tier cake stands

*371

Approx. 12 large oval dishes with handles

333

G : Bundle of assorted stainless steel cutlery

*372

Approx. small circular sandwich plates

*334

(25) Alto commercial meat slicer in box

*373

Approx. 24 small oval baking dishes

*335

80cm high level stainless steel preparation work
bench

*374

Approx. 30 small round dishes with handles

*375

Approx. 6 large oval dishes with handles

*336

(31) 45cm fridge master white single door fridge

376

(A) Large box of various white crockery

*337

5 boxes containing 10 Rioba bistro aprons in black

(B) Large box of wicker baskets and bread baskets

*339

377
5 boxes containing 10 Rioba bistro aprons in black *378
5 boxes containing 10 Rioba bistro aprons in black *379

*340

5 boxes of 10 H-Line black bar aprons

*380

*341

5 boxes of 10 H-Line black bar aprons

110cm Scotsman MV1000 large ice machine with
Hubbard floor standing cabinet

342

C : Box containing party food plates, trays,
napkins etc

*381

(24) 105cm Lincat bench top refrigerated display
fridge

343

K : Small cool box on wheels

*382

60cm electric Lincat 4 ring hob

*344

Gazebo in blue and white bag

383

345

Standard fan

90cm stainless steel preparation table with
shelves under

*346

(71) Commercial meat slicer with accessories and
sharpener

384

120cm stainless steel preparation table with 2
door sliding cupboard under

347

spare

*385

(52) Cordon Bleu mini kitchen

348

spare

*386

349

spare

Samsung 1000 watt CM1029 commercial
microwave oven (FAILURE)

350

spare

*387

(76) Samsung 1000 watt CM1029 commercial
microwave oven

*351

60cm Classic Hydro 750 under counter drop front
dishwasher

*352

(19) 180cm Nortcold bottle dump fridge

*353

(21) 180cm Nortcold bottle dump fridge

*354

(170) (71) Powermatic Model: PGUH75/F/1
suspended type gas/ electric space heater, serial
no.: G75EJ109, Year 2001 nominal heat output
75kw

*338

*355

*356

(53) 160cm white chest freezer
Selection of various white crockery

388

spare

389

spare

390

spare

*391

110cm Scotsman MV1000 large ice machine with
Hubbard floor standing cabinet

*392

110cm Scotsman MV606 large ice machine with
Hubbard floor standing cabinet

(169) Powermatic Model: PGUH75/F/1 suspended *393
type gas/ electric space heater, serial no.:
G75EJ107, Year 2001 nominal heat output 75kw *394
(168) Powermatic Model: PGUH60/F/1 suspended
type gas/ electric space heater, serial no.:
*395
G60ECO16, Year 2001 nominal heat output 75kw

90cm gas Lincat 6 burner cooker with 2 door oven
under
(23) 60cm Caravell glass front single door display
fridge
150cm Winterhalter STR rack system dishwasher
of main unit, associated tabling and water softener

*357

(78) 135cm Genfrost GEN1200L two door freezer

358

(77) 55cm Amana commercial microwave oven

359

60cm stainless steel table with shelf under

397

5 purple cloth armchairs on wheels

*360

3 wooden folding trestle tables

398

5 purple cloth armchairs on wheels

*361

5 round casserole dishes with lids, 2.7L

399

5 purple cloth armchairs on wheels

*362

3 boxes of 4 divided dishes

400

spare

*364

Approx. 36 180mm round dishes with handles

401

*365

Approx. 36 180mm round dishes with handles

Yellow painted picnic table and bench with
sunshade parasol and parasol base

*366

Approx. 36 180mm round dishes with handles

402

Yellow painted picnic table and bench with
sunshade parasol and parasol base

*367

Approx. 24 210mm round dishes with handles

403

*368

Approx. 12 square roasting dishes

Circular top table with 2 assorted chairs and 1
green stool

*369

Approx. 6 rectangular roasting dishes

404

Square top table with 2 matching chairs

*370

Approx. 12 small oval dishes with handles

405

Black plastic 5 tier rack
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*396

65cm Electrolux NHTG lift top pass through
dishwasher

*406

Pallet of assorted aprons and chef's clothes

*407

6 boxes of 10 packs of 3 H line black cotton
unisex aprons (180 in total)

*408

6 boxes of 10 packs of 3 H line black cotton
unisex aprons (180 in total)

*409

6 boxes of 10 packs of 3 H line black cotton
unisex aprons (180 in total)

*410

6 boxes of 10 packs of 3 H line black cotton
unisex aprons (180 in total)

*411

6 boxes of 10 packs of 3 H line black cotton
unisex aprons (180 in total)

*412

5 boxes of 10 packs of 3 H line black cotton
unisex aprons (150 in total)

*413

5 boxes of 10 packs of 3 H line black cotton
unisex aprons (150 in total)

*414

14 boxes of 10 Rioba bistro aprons in black cotton
(140 total)

*415

14 boxes of 10 Rioba bistro aprons in black cotton
(140 total)

*416

14 boxes of 10 Rioba bistro aprons in black cotton
(140 total)

*417

8 boxes of 10 Rioba bistro aprons in black cotton
(80 total)

418

spare

419

spare

420

spare

BidMaster Office

6

